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A Matter of Course: The Life of William Herbert Fowler 1856-1941, Golf Course 

Architect 

 

The pioneering English architect Herbert Fowler designed several world class courses in 

the Surrey region outside London including Walton Heath and the Berkshire Red and 

Blue courses. He revised the Tom Morris layout at Royal North Devon in the early part 

of the 20th century and in 1926 he worked with Tom Simpson as they renovated Cruden 

Bay. He also designed Saunton in North Devon. In the United States, he designed 

Eastward Ho! in Cape Cod. A Matter of Course: The Life of William Herbert Fowler 

1856-1941, Golf Course Architect is the first book about this important golden age 

architect who contributed so much to the game, and it is of very high quality. Fowler had 

a rich and interesting life, living to the age of 85 and designing his last course at the age 

of 80. 

 

 
A young Fowler is pictured on the dust jack when he was the mayor of Taunton, England 

 

Fowler was born into an affluent Victorian family and enjoyed early success in the fields 

of business and sports. He was a first-class cricketeer and at a young age was made 

partner in the family run bank. His path to golf course architecture was an interesting one, 

made from necessity. Almost 6 feet 4 inches tall, Fowler was a natural athlete and very 

good golfer in his own rite; he was proficient in the game and was good enough to 

compete in the Open Championship. As was befitting an upper class English gentleman 

who played at such a high level, he was a member of the Royal and Ancient Golf Club, 

Royal St. Georges, and the Honourable Company of Edinburgh Golfers.  



When the family bank failed Fowler had lost his occupation and was forced to sell his 

home. Looking for work, he had good fortune and good connections on his side. What 

better way for someone who has never designed a course before to begin doing so than to 

have your brother-in-law hire you. When your brother-in-law is also the founder of 

Walton Heath then your fortunes are bright. I have commented before how often the 

novice designer produces their best work on their first design (see: Fownes at Oakmont 

and Hugh Wilson at Merion). The same is true of the 36 holes Fowler designed at Walton 

Heath. 

 

 
 

Based on how well Walton Heath was regarded in the golfing world Fowler was brought 

in to either design or to make changes to a couple of dozen courses in England and 

Scotland over the coming decades. 

 

The book is written by Derek Markham, a member of the Fowler-designed West Surrey, 

and he became interested in writing a biography of the overlooked architect when he was 

writing his club’s centenary book. Markam does a brilliant job of bringing the personality 

of Fowler to light, no easy task for someone who died 80 years ago. Fowler comes across 

like the “country squire” he was and his good and bad qualities are brought to light such 

that you feel like you know the man. Markham teamed up with Philip Truett, a Walton 

Heath member, for the book’s publication and they done a cracking job in terms of depth 

of research and in the quality of the books design. The book was produced in a limited 

edition of 650. 

 

The chapter about Fowler’s collaboration with Tom Simpson adds an additional layer to 

the history of golf architecture. It seems like they were a good pair because both had a 

flair for self-promotion. Fowler travelled to the United States several times for long 

stretches and had a significant influence on golf in California. He was the first architect 

from the British Isles to visit the state and he was in high demand while there. He 

proposed the idea of building a “North” and a “South” course to the nascent Los Angeles 

Country Club and laid out the original routing for the courses; he then turned over 

construction to LACC member George Thomas and the Club Manager. Over time 



Thomas made many alterations and changes but it is fair to say that the bones of these 

great courses are Fowlers. 

 

Fowler was clearly a better golf course architect than he was an investor. Despite being to 

the manor born he had financial difficulties all his life and was prone to losing large sums 

of money on speculative stock investments and went bankrupt just before his death in 

1941. Luckily, he is remembered for the lasting quality of his designs and in my view is 

an under-rated figure in the history of the game. Why under-rated? How many of us 

know who gave one of the most famous holes in golf its character? It was Fowler who 

changed the finishing hole at Pebble Beach from a short par four to the great risk-reward 

par five we know today. 

 

A Matter of Course plugs a gap in the history of the game. Although it is only May and 

there are seven months to go, if I were judging for the Murdoch Medal the work of 

Markham is clearly a major contribution to the heritage of golf. In my view the race is 

over and we already have a winner! 

 

 

 

 

-- John Sabino 

 


